the term "standardized," since it lacks the laden overtones and is more to the point. Since, however, the author explains in such detail what the concept is supposed to mean in her text this does not affect in any way the substance of the argument. The brief description of all the compositions and exercises attested in the school corpus gives a crystal-clear overview of what the Neo-Babylonian curriculum contained.
Chapter F, the main portion of the book, contains copies and editions of a generous selection of the tablets discussed in the previous chapters with translation of the (sub)literary excerpts and commentary. The author has tried to identify every extract in all the tablets published. Considering the fragmentary state of many of these pieces and the very cursive handwriting, this is a major accomplishment.
Chapter G, finally, contains a catalogue of sources, including not only the tablets published in this book, but also all other school tablets-published and unpublished-identified by the author and included in her argument.
Gesche's discussion of Neo-Babylonian scribal education represents an approach to texts and tablets focused on use rather than on origin. Whatever the origin or original function of enuma elis-a question we may not be able to answer with much certainty-we do know that it was used in phase 2 of Neo-Babylonian scribal education as a text book from which brief excerpts were copied. As a school text enuma elis is found in conjunction with the aluzinnu text1 and with incantations and lexical texts. An analysis based on content only would probably not place these compositions in one category. The empirical fact is that they appear side by side in the notebooks of schoolboys, and no analysis of their meaning can afford to ignore that fact. Gesche's book contains much that is new and exciting and much that invites rethinking of what had once seemed to be obvious.
The sections in this study that discuss earlier material (from the third or second millennium) lack some of the methodological rigor and sharp analysis found in the main part of the book. g i s-n i g2-g i 1 i m-m a-gid a g-s 
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